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Cookbook for R - Graphs Graphs My book about data visualization in R is available! The book covers many of the same topics as the Graphs and Data Manipulation
sections of this website, but it goes into more depth and covers a broader range of techniques. Bar and line graphs (ggplot2) - Cookbook for R In ggplot2, the default
is to use stat_bin, so that the bar height represents the count of cases. Bar graphs of values. Here is some sample data (derived from the tips dataset in the reshape2
package):. Legends (ggplot2) - Cookbook for R See Axes (ggplot2) for information on how to modify the axis labels. If you use a line graph, you will probably need
to use scale_colour_xxx and/or scale_shape_xxx instead of scale_fill_xxx . colour maps to the colors of lines and points, while fill maps to the color of area fills.

Plotting distributions (ggplot2) - cookbook-r.com Histogram and density plots. The qplot function is supposed make the same graphs as ggplot, but with a simpler
syntax. However, in practice, itâ€™s often easier to just use ggplot because the options for qplot can be more confusing to use. Axes (ggplot2) - Cookbook for R
Setting tick mark labels. For discrete variables, the tick mark labels are taken directly from levels of the factor. However, sometimes the factor levels have short
names that arenâ€™t suitable for presentation. Colors (ggplot2) - Cookbook for R Mapping variable values to colors. Instead of changing colors globally, you can
map variables to colors â€“ in other words, make the color conditional on a variable, by putting it inside an aes() statement.

Quick-R: ggplot2 Graphs - statmethods.net Graphics with ggplot2 The ggplot2 package, created by Hadley Wickham, offers a powerful graphics language for
creating elegant and complex plots. Its popularity in the R community has exploded in recent years. Beautiful plotting in R: A ggplot2 cheatsheet - UT Computer...
2/19/2015 Beautiful plotting in R: A ggplot2 cheatsheet | Technical Tidbits From Spatial Analysis & Data Science
http://zevross.com/blog/2014/08/04/beautiful-plotting.
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